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Solo Stages

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 5

Pre-structural
(No real understanding

Uni-structural

Multi-structural

Relational

Extended Abstract

(Able to identify intended
learning and follow
simple instructions – but
limited knowledge)

(Can perform and
combine simple skills but
not independent in using
strategies for learning)

(With limited support: able to
analyse/apply/compare and
contrast/explain and justify
information gathered)

With help, I can find
out some basic facts
about Jamaica.

I can use books (or
materials) provided
for me to discover
information about
Jamaica

I know different ways
of carrying out
research and can
sometimes do this
without help.

I know how to
analyse/apply/compare
and contrast/explain and
justify information
gathered

(Fully independent in
making connections
between facts learned and
able to reflect and draw
conclusions)
I can produce a

of the topic – fails to
grasp concepts)

Key Learning

Attainment:
1. How are the UK
and the
Caribbean
similar and
different?

I can identify

I can identify

I can name some

I can name several

pictures of

pictures of and

differences between

similarities and

Jamaica and the

facts about

Jamaica and the

differences between

UK

Jamaica and the

UK

Jamaica and the UK

2. What do I know

I know that

I know that

I know that

I know that Jamaica

Jamaica is a

Jamaica is a

Jamaica is a

is located in North

country far from

country in the

country in the

America and I can

my home and I

continent of North

continent of North

name some key

can find it on a

America and I can

America and I can

physical features of

map of the world.

locate it on a map

name some of the

Jamaica including the

of the world.

other countries and

capital city,

bodies of water

mountains, nearby

that make up the

countries and bodies

Caribbean Islands

of water.

about Jamaica
and where it is
located?

3. What is the
difference
between
weather and
climate?

UK

I can describe the

I know the

I know the

I can use graphs and

typical climate of

difference between

difference between

tables to answer

Jamaica

weather ad climate

weather ad climate

questions about and

and can describe

and can describe

discuss the weather

typical climatic

typical climatic

and climate of an

travel guide about
the island of
Jamaica and role
play a travel agent
advising different
customers about
what is on
offering Jamaica
to meet their
interests as a
tourist.
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conditions in

conditions in

area, suggesting some

Jamaica.

Jamaica and I can

reasons for those

suggest some

trends.

factors that can
affect the climate
of an area.

4. What is the
physical
geography of
Jamaica like?

5. What is it like
to live in
Jamaica?

I can name 2

I understand what

I understand what

I can describe many

things that are

is meant by the

is meant by the

of the varied physical

included in the

term physical

term physical

geographical features

term physical

geography and I

geography and I

of Jamaica and

geography (eg:

can describe at

can describe some

choose

mountains,

least one important

features of the

regions to explore in

jungles, rivers)

physical feature of

varied physical

more detail. (travel

Jamaica’s

geography of

guide)

landscape.

Jamaica.

I can describe the

I can use research

I know that

I know that human

sorts of houses

skills to find out

human geography

geography is

that people in

about human

is concerned with

concerned with the

Jamaica live in

geography

the effects that

effects that people

and I can name

including food,

people have on an

have on an area and

some foods that

music & dance,

area and I can

I can name several of

grow in that

farming and

name 2 of the

the most important

country.

exports.

most important

influences that come

influences that

from Jamaica.

particular

come from
Jamaica.

6. Why is The
Caribbean a
popular tourist
destination?

I can name a

I understand that

I can suggest

I could advise

couple of reasons

Jamaica is a

several reasons

different tourists as

why people would

popular tourist

why tourists

to what they could

want to go on

destination and I

would be attracted

see and do if they

holiday to

can give some

to visiting Jamaica

were to visit Jamaica,

Jamaica.

suggestions about

including both

citing both human
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the activities and

physical and

and physical

other factors that

human

characteristics of the

would attract

geographical

island.

holidaymakers to

features of the

the region.

island.

